Brightness induction refers to a class of visual illusions in which the perceived intensity of a region of space is influenced by the luminance of surrounding regions. These illusions are significant because they provide insight into the neural organization of the visual system. A novel quadrature-phase motion cancelation technique was developed to measure the magnitude of the grating induction brightness illusion across a wide range of spatial frequencies, temporal frequencies and test field heights. Canceling contrast is greatest at low frequencies and declines with increasing frequency in both dimensions, and with increasing test field height. Canceling contrast scales as the product of inducing grating spatial frequency and test field height (the number of inducing grating cycles per test field height). When plotted using a spatial axis which indexes this product, the spatiotemporal induction surfaces for four test field heights can be described as four partially overlapping sections of a single larger surface. These properties of brightness induction are explained in the context of multiscale spatial filtering. The present study is the first to measure the magnitude of grating induction as a function of temporal frequency. Taken in conjunction with several other studies (Blakeslee & McCourt, 2008; Magnussen & Glad, 1975; Robinson & de Sa, 2008 ) the results of this study illustrate that at least one form of brightness induction is very much faster than that reported by DeValois, Webster, DeValois, and Lingelbach (1986) and Rossi and Paradiso (1996) , and are inconsistent with the proposition that brightness induction results from a slow ''filling in'' process.
Introduction
Brightness induction refers to a class of visual illusions in which the perceived intensity of a region is modulated by the luminance of its surround. The spatial characteristics of these illusions have been and continue to be extensively studied because they reveal fundamental properties of neural organization in the visual system (for review see Kingdom, 2011) . The temporal properties of brightness induction, however, have received much less attention and results from the few experiments which have been conducted appear contradictory. Two early studies measured the temporal characteristics of simultaneous brightness contrast (SBC), an induction effect in which a gray patch on a dark background looks brighter than an equivalent gray patch on a bright background. Magnussen and Glad (1975) and DeValois, Webster, DeValois, and Lingelbach (1986) , used direct brightness matching to compare the temporal frequency characteristics of induced brightness modulations versus real luminance modulations in SBC displays with 1°test fields and 3°sur-rounds. Using squarewave temporal modulation Magnussen and Glad (1975) found that the shapes of the matching functions for real and induced brightness were very similar, except that the functions describing the brightness of real luminance modulations were greater in magnitude and possessed slightly higher peak and cutoff temporal frequencies. For example, at a mean luminance of 3.2 cd/m 2 , real (induced) luminance modulations (for 80% modulation of test patch or inducing background) showed a peak temporal frequency around 3 Hz (1.5 Hz) with a cut-off near 20 Hz (8 Hz). At the higher mean luminance of 3200 cd/m 2 , peak temporal frequency for real (induced) modulations increased to 6 Hz (5 Hz) with a cutoff frequency of 40 Hz (20 Hz). DeValois et al. (1986) used sinusoidal temporal modulation, a mean luminance of 37 cd/m 2 , and modulation depths of 60% and 15%. They found that while brightness changes in the luminance-modulated test patch were visible over the entire temporal frequency range studied from 0.5 to 8 Hz, surround-induced brightness changes decreased rapidly for frequencies above 2.5 Hz, which is much lower than the value (8 Hz) reported by Magnussen and Glad (1975) in their low luminance condition. Subsequently, Rossi and Paradiso (1996) investigated whether the size of the induced region influenced the temporal properties of induction. They temporally modulated every other bar of a square-wave grating while holding the luminance of the intervening bars (the induced regions) constant. The temporal frequency cutoff for induction decreased as bar width increased. Narrow bars (0.25°) possessed cutoff frequencies of 1.5-5 Hz; for wider bars (16.7°) the cutoff frequency decreased to 0.5-2.0 Hz. Although they did not measure it directly, based on the fact that they expected the critical flicker-fusion frequency (CFF) for luminancemodulated stimuli under the conditions of their experiment to be much higher, and to increase (rather than decrease) with increasing bar size, Rossi and Paradiso (1996) suggested that a ''fast'' process accounted for luminance modulation and that a slower ''filling-in'' process (Gerrits & Vendrik, 1970) , specifically a neural spreading of information from the edges of the induced area, was responsible for induced brightness modulations. Two more recent studies, however, call into question the idea that brightness induction results from a separate slow ''filling-in'' process (Blakeslee & McCourt, 2008; Robinson & de Sa, 2008) . Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) measured the phase (time) lag of grating induction, rather than the magnitude of induction discussed above. In grating induction a sinusoidal luminance grating induces a counterphase spatial brightness variation (a grating) in an extended homogeneous test field (Foley & McCourt, 1985; McCourt, 1982) . The sinusoidal brightness profile of the induced grating allowed Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) to use a quadrature phase motion paradigm to precisely measure the phase (time) lag of induction at four temporal frequencies (2 Hz, 8 Hz, 16 Hz and 24 Hz) . Note that DeValois et al. (1986) and Rossi and Paradiso (1996) attempted to measure the phase (time) lag of induction using direct phase matching, but found that these measurements were extremely difficult and yielded variable results. Sinusoidally counterphasing the inducing grating of a grating induction stimulus produces a counterphasing induced grating in the test field whose spatial phase is precisely opposite to that of the inducing grating (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997; McCourt, 1982 McCourt, , 1994 , and whose temporal phase lags the inducing grating by 180°plus a quantity corresponding to the time lag of brightness induction ( Fig. 1a and b) . By adding to the test field a genuine luminance grating (a quadrature grating) of the same spatial and temporal frequency as the induced grating, but in spatial and temporal quadrature (90°) phase to it, a conspicuous traveling wave (i.e., quadrature motion) is produced, to which the visual system is extremely sensitive (Fig. 1c and e) . Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) varied the temporal phase of the quadrature grating to measure the phase (time) lag of induction and compared the results to those obtained in a control condition using two luminance gratings. They found that the temporal response of induced brightness differed from that of luminance gratings by a small temporal phase lag (<0.016 cycle) or by a small time lag (<1 ms), and remained constant across wide variations of temporal frequency and test field height (0.5°, 3.0°, 6.0°and 9°). The findings that the phase (time) lag of induction did not vary with test field height and that induction was present even at 24 Hz both argued strongly against a slow ''fill-in'' explanation for brightness induction.
This conclusion is further supported by the recent work of Robinson and de Sa (2008) . These investigators used brightness matching and stimuli that were spatially very similar (bar widths of 1°or 10.6°) to those of Rossi and Paradiso (1996) to investigate the time course of induction. However, instead of modulating the luminance of the inducing bars they measured induction magnitude for very brief presentations followed by a noise mask. They found that brightness induction was not only observable, but strengthened at presentation durations as short as 58 ms. In addition, bar width had little influence on induction magnitude. If anything, wider bar widths enabled brightness matches to be made at shorter presentation durations. These results are also inconsistent with the idea that brightness induction depends on a slow ''filling-in'' process.
The present study employs the quadrature phase motion paradigm used by Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) in combination with a canceling technique in order to measure the magnitude of induction. The canceling technique has often been used to measure grating induction magnitude in static displays (Foley & McCourt, 1985; McCourt, 1982; McCourt & Blakeslee, 1994) . This new quadraturephase motion cancelation paradigm allows us to characterize the spatiotemporal surface of brightness induction by measuring its magnitude in dynamic displays across a wide range of spatial frequencies, temporal frequencies and test field heights.
Materials and methods
One of the authors (BB) and three naïve observers (NP, AM and MT) participated in the experiments. All observers possessed normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each participant provided informed consent and the experimental protocol was approved by the NDSU IRB.
Stimuli were presented on a 22 00 Mitsubishi DiamondPro (model 2070) CRT display at a frame refresh rate of 140 Hz. To ensure that temporal resolution exceeded eight temporal frames per cycle, the highest temporal modulation frequency used was 16 Hz. Stimuli were generated and presented using MATLAB routines to control a Cambridge Research Systems ViSaGe system (14-bit intensity resolution per channel). Gamma linearization was accomplished via look-up tables following photometric calibration. Display format was 1024 (w) Â 768 (h) pixels. Viewing distance was 57 cm resulting in a stimulus field that was 40°in width and 30°in height. Individual pixels measured 0.039°Â 0.039°. Mean display luminance was 50 cd/m (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997 McCourt, 1982 McCourt, , 1994 . Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) showed that induction phase lag was nearly zero (<0.016 cycle), so for methodological simplicity we treat it as zero. A counterphasing quadrature grating (standing wave in 90°s patial and temporal phase relative to the induced grating) ( Fig. 1c and e, green line) sums with the induced grating (standing wave) ( Fig. 1c and e, red line) to produce a rightward drifting inducedplus-quadrature grating compound (traveling wave) ( Fig. 1c and e, yellow line) to which the visual system is extremely sensitive (Blakeslee & McCourt, 2008) . Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) varied the temporal phase of the quadrature grating to measure the phase (time) lag of induction. Here the temporal phase of the quadrature grating is held constant at 90°phase relative to the induced grating, and a second luminance grating is added to the test field. This second ''canceling'' grating ( Fig. 1f and h, blue line) possesses the same spatial and temporal frequency as the induced grating, but is 180°o ut of spatial phase with it. The canceling grating is added to the test field at a number of contrast levels, using the method of constant stimuli. When canceling grating contrast is less than induced grating contrast (i.e., when the induced grating is under-canceled) the compound grating possesses the spatial and temporal phase of the induced grating. It therefore combines with the quadrature grating to produce a rightward moving traveling wave just as in the case where no canceling grating is present (Fig. 1c and e, yellow line) . When canceling grating contrast exceeds induced grating contrast (i.e., when the induced grating is over-canceled) the compound grating now possesses the spatial and temporal phase of the canceling grating (Fig. 1h, purple line) . This compound combines with the quadrature grating to produce a leftward moving traveling wave (Fig. 1i-k , white line). When canceling grating contrast equals induced grating contrast the sum is zero (i.e., the induced grating is nulled) (Fig. 1f and g, purple line) . The motion energy of the counterphasing quadrature grating which remains is left/right balanced (i.e., a standing wave) (Fig. 1g , green/black lines) yielding a 50:50 proportion of left/right motion judgments in a forced-choice motion direction discrimination task. An annotated video demonstration and explanation of the quadrature phase motion cancelation technique is included as Supplemental material.
On each trial quadrature grating contrast was ramped from 0.0 to 0.5 over the 1500 ms duration of stimulus presentation. Quadrature The background illustrates the appearance of a grating induction stimulus for inducing gratings at 0°and 180°temporal phase. A counterphasing inducing grating (standing wave illustrated by black line) elicits a nearly instantaneous phase reversed counterphasing induced grating (standing wave illustrated by red line) in the homogeneous test field. (c-e) A counterphasing quadrature grating (standing wave illustrated by green line) added to the test field sums with the induced grating (red line) to produce a rightward drifting induced-plus-quadrature grating compound (traveling wave illustrated by yellow line). (f) A canceling grating (blue line) added to the test field in the same temporal phase as the induced grating (red line) but in 180°spatial phase is used to null the induced grating (purple line). (g) When the induced grating is nulled by the canceling grating the quad grating which remains is motion-energy balanced and causes no systematic unidirectional motion. (h) When the induced grating is over-canceled the induced grating plus canceling grating compound (standing wave illustrated by purple line) has the spatial and temporal phase of the canceling grating (blue line). (i-k) The over-canceled induced-plus-canceling grating compound sums with the quadrature grating to produce a leftward drifting compound (traveling wave illustrated by white line).
grating contrast was ramped because quadrature-pair standing waves sum to produce a pure traveling wave only when the contrasts of the components are equal. Optimal quadrature grating contrast therefore depends on the contrast of each induced-pluscanceling grating compound, which itself depends upon the variable level of canceling grating contrast. Rather than attempting to estimate a singular optimal quadrature grating contrast value we smoothly increased its contrast from 0.0 to 0.5 over the duration of each inspection interval, reasoning that observers would experience the optimal quadrature grating contrast (yielding a motion signal with a maximal signal-to-noise ratio) at some point during the inspection interval. In preliminary measurements we determined that the motion signals in grating compounds remained strong even for large mismatches of quadrature and induced grating contrast.
The contrast of the canceling grating, which also filled the test field, was varied from À15% to 100%, where negative contrast signifies a spatial phase reversal of the canceling grating such that it augments rather than cancels the induced grating. Canceling grating contrast was constant over the 1500 ms duration of stimulus presentation. Separate blocks of trials were run at each of the four test field heights. Within each block, trials presenting 10-15 levels of canceling contrast at each combination of inducing grating spatial and temporal frequency were randomly interleaved. Subjects completed between 10 and 20 blocks per condition, such that psychometric functions were based on an average of approximately 200 trials.
Results and discussion
Psychometric data were fitted with a two-parameter (midpoint and slope) cumulative-normal function using a maximumlikelihood criterion. The fitted midpoint parameter corresponded to the contrast of the canceling grating yielding 50% ''right'' motion responses and was taken as a measure of grating induction magnitude. Fig. 2 shows an example of fitted psychometric data for one observer. The mesh plots in the first two columns of Fig. 3 plot separately for two observers (BB and AZM), mean canceling contrast as a function of inducing grating spatial and temporal frequency. The third column depicts the average mean canceling contrast for all four observers (ALL). The rows plot data for the four test field heights 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°and 4.0°, respectively. Individual datasets from all four observers were highly consistent and are well represented by the aggregated mean plots.
At all test field heights canceling contrast is a low-pass function of spatial and temporal frequency. Induction is greatest at low frequencies and declines with increasing frequency in both dimensions. Induction magnitude also declines with increasing test field height. As observed in previous studies using cancelation paradigms (Foley & McCourt, 1985; McCourt, 1982) , the strength of induction at some locations is remarkably robust. For example, at the narrowest test field height (0.5°), and for inducing gratings of low spatial (0.0313 c/d) and temporal (0.25 Hz) frequency, mean canceling grating contrast for the four observers was 0.95! Even at the largest test field height (4°), mean canceling contrast at this spatiotemporal locus was still 0.80. Similarly, at a temporal frequency of 16 Hz, mean canceling contrast was 0.55 for the lowest inducing grating spatial frequency (0.0313 c/d) at the narrowest test field height (0.5°), and declined slowly to 0.30 for the largest test field height (4.0°). Such large values of induction magnitude are not observed using matching paradigms (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997 , 1999 McCourt & Blakeslee, 1994) . McCourt and Blakeslee (1994) showed that canceling contrast grows approximately linearly with inducing grating contrast while induction magnitude determined from contrast matching grows as a decelerating function of inducing grating contrast to a maximum value of approximately 0.30.
The present results are also consistent with previous studies of grating induction which showed that canceling contrast decreases with both increasing inducing grating spatial frequency and increasing test field height (Foley & McCourt, 1985; McCourt, 1982) . In a parametric study, Foley and McCourt (1985) made the simplifying discovery that canceling contrast was inversely proportional to the product of inducing grating spatial frequency and test field height, meaning that induction magnitude scales with the number of inducing grating cycles that would ''fit'' within the height of the test field. This explains why grating induction magnitude remains essentially constant with changing viewing distance, since changes in inducing grating spatial frequency and test field height are reciprocal, and their product remains constant. This invariance of induction magnitude with viewing distance played a key role in giving rise to the idea that grating induction, as well as other brightness effects, might originate as the result of spatial filtering across multiple scales (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997 , 1999 Kingdom & Moulden, 1992) .
These relationships are confirmed and extended to the temporal domain by the present findings. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the mean induction magnitude data for the four observers (ALL) from Fig. 3 are replotted as contour (Fig. 4a-d ) and mesh plots ( Fig. 4e and f) after replacing the inducing spatial frequency axis with one that indexes the product of inducing spatial frequency (c/d) and test field height (d), whose unit is the number of grating cycles (c) that would fit within the specified test field height. Note that color represents canceling contrast in the contour plots where the four test field heights are plotted separately but refers to the four different test field heights in the mesh plots. Plotting the induction magnitude data from the four test field heights in this manner illustrates that they can be described as four partially overlapping sections of a single larger surface. Each section shifts toward larger values on the inducing grating cycles/test field height axis as test field height increases.
While the present study is the first to characterize the magnitude of grating induction as a function of temporal frequency, the results are consistent with those of Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) , who used the quadrature phase motion technique to measure the phase (time) lag of grating induction at temporal frequencies up to 24 Hz. Together these studies illustrate that at least one form of brightness induction is very much faster than reported by DeValois et al. (1986) A psychometric function from the forced-choice motion direction discrimination task. The canceling grating is added to the test field at a number of contrast levels, using the method of constant stimuli. When canceling grating contrast is less than induced grating contrast the sum is under-canceled and combines with the quadrature grating to produce rightward motion. When canceling grating contrast is more than induced contrast the sum is over-canceled and results in leftward motion. When canceling grating contrast equals induced grating contrast the sum is zero and the induced grating is nulled. At this point the motion energy of the counterphasing quadrature grating which remains is left/right balanced and yields a 50:50 proportion of left/right motion judgments.
and Rossi and Paradiso (1996) . It remains unclear, however, whether the sluggish process identified by these authors and proposed to operate exclusively at temporal frequencies below 5 Hz, is truly a separate class of induction mechanism or whether it is an underestimate of the frequency response of the mechanism we identify using the quadrature phase motion technique. As discussed in detail 3 . The mesh plots in the first two columns plot separately for two observers (BB and AZM), mean canceling contrast as a function of inducing grating spatial and temporal frequency. The third column depicts the average mean canceling contrast for all four observers (ALL). The rows plot data for the four test field heights 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°and 4.0°, respectively. At all test field heights canceling contrast is a low-pass function of spatial and temporal frequency. Induction is greatest at low frequencies and declines with increasing frequency in both dimensions.
in Blakeslee and McCourt (2008) , an underestimate might reflect methodological difficulties of using direct brightness matching in conjunction with temporally varying stimuli. The studies of Magnussen and Glad (1975) and Robinson and de Sa (2008) , using very similar stimuli to DeValois et al. (1986) and Rossi and Paradiso (1996) , respectively, are consistent with this explanation. In addition, we favor a one mechanism hypothesis based on a large body of evidence showing that the spatial dependencies of brightness induction in simultaneous contrast displays like those used by Magnussen and Glad (1975) , DeValois et al. (1986) , Rossi and Paradiso (1996) , and Robinson and de Sa (2008) , as well as in numerous other configurations including grating induction, can all be parsimoniously explained by the normalized output of oriented spatial filters summed across multiple spatial scales (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997 , 1999 , 2001 , 2004 Blakeslee, Pasieka, & McCourt, 2005; Blakeslee, Reetz, & McCourt, 2009; Dakin & Bex, 2003; Robinson, Hammon, & de Sa, 2007) . In other words, a ''filling-in'' mechanism, in the form of neural spreading, is not required to explain any of these effects. Fig. 5 illustrates ODOG filters at the seven spatial scales which comprise the ODOG model (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1999) . Fig. 5d shows the ODOG filter which will produce the largest amplitude (spatial counterphase) response in the horizontal test field of the depicted grating induction stimulus. The ''off'' sub-regions of this filter flank the central ''on'' sub-region above and below and tune this filter to horizontal stimuli. Note also that this filter is relatively indifferent to the spatial frequency of the inducing grating provided that the width of the filter's ''off'' sub-region remains within an inducing grating half-cycle. For inducing gratings that are low in spatial frequency relative to filter size, therefore, it is mostly test field height which determines the relative activity of the ODOG filters at different spatial scales. Induction magnitude increases with decreasing test field height because as the test field grows smaller it ''fits'' into the ''on'' sub-region of an increasing number of ODOG filters. For example, the test field illustrated in Fig. 5 is too large for ODOG filters (a), (b) and (c) to respond, because they are balanced and do not respond to a homogeneous test field. However, activity will occur in ODOG filters (d), (e), (f) and (g), each of which contributes a counterphase signal in the test field. Induction magnitude will increase with decreasing test field height until the test field becomes smaller than the ''on'' sub-region of the smallest ODOG filter (a), at which point induction magnitude will start to decline.
The quadrature-phase motion cancelation technique has furthered our understanding of brightness induction in the temporal domain and provides the opportunity to extend the ODOG model to include temporal parameters and to make further critical tests of the multiscale spatial filtering approach to understanding brightness induction. For example, because the array of filters proposed to underlie induction is bounded, the inverse proportionality between canceling contrast and the product of inducing spatial frequency Fig. 3 replotted as contour (a-d) and mesh plots (e and f) after replacing the inducing spatial frequency axis with one that indexes the product of inducing spatial frequency (c/d) and test field height (d), whose unit is the number of grating cycles (c) that would fit within the specified test field height. Color indexes canceling contrast in the contour plots where the four test field heights are plotted separately; but, distinguishes the four different test field heights in the mesh plots. Plotting the induction magnitude data at the four test field heights in this manner illustrates that they can be described as four partially overlapping sections of a single extended spatiotemporal induction surface. and test field height will break down when test field size becomes smaller than the ''on'' sub-region of the smallest filter. The range of parameter values used in the present study was too limited to test this prediction, but such tests of the model are planned in future studies. The multiscale spatial filtering approach also predicts that grating adaptation (or masking) at particular spatial frequencies, temporal frequencies, and orientations will selectively decrease the magnitude of induction at predictable locations on the spatiotemporal induction surface. Such experiments are made possible by the quadrature-phase motion cancelation technique.
Conclusions
A novel quadrature-phase motion cancelation technique allowed the spatiotemporal surface of induction to be easily and precisely measured. Over a range of test field heights from 0.5°to 4.0°, canceling contrast is a low-pass function of spatial and temporal frequency. Induction is greatest at low frequencies and declines with increasing frequency in both dimensions. Induction magnitude also declines with increasing test field height. Induction magnitude was found to scale as the product of inducing grating spatial frequency (c/d) and test field height (d), i.e., as a function of the number of inducing grating cycles per test field height. This result is consistent with and extends earlier findings (Foley & McCourt, 1985; McCourt, 1982) . When canceling contrast is plotted as a function of temporal frequency and the number of inducing grating cycles per test field height, the data from the four test field heights overlap and form a single extended induction surface. These properties of the data are easily explained in the context of multiscale spatial filtering (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997 , 1999 Foley & McCourt, 1985; McCourt, 1982) .
While the present study is the first to measure the magnitude of grating induction as a function of temporal frequency, the results are consistent with an earlier study which measured the phase (time) lag of grating induction (Blakeslee & McCourt, 2008) . Together these studies illustrate that at least one form of brightness induction is very much faster than that reported for simultaneous brightness contrast by DeValois et al. (1986) and Rossi and Paradiso (1996) . The results of Magnussen and Glad (1975) and Robinson and de Sa (2008) , which were obtained with simultaneous brightness contrast stimuli similar to those of DeValois et al. (1986) and Rossi and Paradiso (1996) , respectively, argue for a faster brightness induction mechanism as well. These results make it clear that a slow ''filling-in'' process is not sufficient to explain brightness induction in any of these stimuli and raises the question of whether such a mechanism is required at all. 
